Jesus Calms the Storm
Max

Hi Boys, I found the boat. Come on

Daniel W

Let’s get a move on

Peter

Everybody get into the boat

Adam F

I’ve kept you a seat at the front, Jesus

Callum(Jesus) Thank you. I am really tired. I am going to have a sleep. Don’t let anyone
waken me please
Adam

Ok Jesus

Jamie

Where is everybody? We will miss the boat

(Rest of boys come in)
Josh

We are here, what is wrong

Max

Come on you will miss the boat.

Jack & Kody

We feel sick

Jake

Were are we going?

Caleb

We are going to the other side of the lake.

Callum

Shirley, stop the sketch!

Shirley

Why what is wrong?

Callum

Where is Heather and Judith. They are always in our sketch

Shirley

I don’t know! Lets call them after 3, …… 1, 2, 3
(the 2 leaders Heather and Judith enter)

H&J

what’s wrong.

Everyone

We need you

Shirley Ok everyone sit down! This boat needs to get sailing!
Some boys starts dancing on the boat)
H&J

Sit down you are rocking the boat

Jack & Kody

I feel sick

……… Heather

Judith

Heather

Ok everyone let’s get rowing.

It was not long before a thunderstorm started! The sea became very rough! It got rougher
and rougher! The little boat was rocking wildly from side to side as the storm built up. The
thunder was very loud.
Judith

Come on everyone! Let’s get to the other side before this storm gets any
worse.

Jack & Kody

We feel sick

Judith

You will be fine

(Shark appears H & J scream)
Heather

Look there is a shark

Everyone goes dodododododo
Judith

Keep rowing everyone.

James

The boat is taking in water

Heather

We need to bail out the water

(Everyone starts to throw out the water. Heather and Judith have 2 buckets with pretend
water to throw into the audience)
Shirley

Should you not waken Jesus

Josh

No!

Shirley

I think you need to waken him

Max

Jesus wake up! Jesus wake up! We are going to drown!

Callum (Jesus)

He said he was tired and not to waken him

You have little faith! That’s enough! Waves and wind! Be still!

Jason

Wow, how did he do that?

Josh

That’s amazing

Heather

Hey,I have an idea, I feel a song coming on

Judith

Nice song Heather, I’ll remember that one for later. I hope people remember
it in years to come. Great big God.

Ends/

(All sing Great Big God)

